How to assemble your Nelson Thin Edge Bed.

Safety Instructions & Warning
- Read all instructions before using products
- Failure to fully tighten screws may cause injury
- Periodically check fasteners to ensure tightness
- The right is reserved to make changes at any time without notice
- Will require at least 2 people
- Extra bolts have been included

Step 1
Note: Will require at least 2 people.
Start with bed frame facing down.

Step 2
Attach center steel or wood legs (except on Twin) using 4 Short Bolts per leg.
**Step 3**
Attach outer legs using 4 Short Bolts per leg.

**Step 4**
Flip bed frame over so it is right side up being careful not to put weight on legs while flipping.

**Step 5**
Attach wooden top rails to both ends using Medium Bolts. Ensure medallion is facing outward.

**Step 6**
Attach headboard to bed frame at the end with medallion on top rail. Use 4 Short Bolts for each headboard support plate.
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Step 1
Note: Will require at least 2 people.
Start with bed frames facing upward. Ensure frames are properly aligned.

Step 2
Use 2 Long Bolts and Barrel Nuts to connect frames together to assemble the platform. Tighten with allen wrench.
Step 3
Carefully flip connected frames over in orientation shown below ensuring both frames do not bend relative to each other.

Step 4
Attach large spanner plate at foot end of bed with 6 Short Bolts.

Step 6
Flip frame over so it is right side up being careful not to put weight on legs while flipping.

Step 7
Attach wooden top rails to both ends using 6 Medium Bolts each. Use top rail with no medallion on end with large spanner plate. Use top rail with medallion on other end. Ensure medallion is facing outward.
**Step 8**
Attach outer headboard support plates to frame using 4 short bolts for each.

**Step 9**
Attach inner headboard support plates and small spanner plate using 8 short bolts in total. The spanner plate sits on top of the headboard support plates as shown below.